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NEW for 2024

REVISED or NEW COLOR for 2024

Efforts in SUSTAINABILITY

GET REAL
Artificial intelligence. Spam bots. Fake news. 
Alternative facts. It gets harder every day to tell truth 
from fiction, the genuine article from authentic B.S. 
But not out here. Here, rocks are rocks, and trees  
are trees. Water makes you wet. Sun warms your 
skin. Food fills your belly. Friends make you laugh. 
There’s nothing virtual about this reality.  

Here’s to trading algorithms for nature’s rhythms—
for an hour, a day, a week—or a three-week Grand 
Canyon cleanse. When we need a break from the 
madness, there’s no substitute for a breath of fresh
air. Time to fill our lungs and refill our buckets. 
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Cover:
Tryweryn River, United Kingdom

Jens Klatt

Rogue River, Oregon
John Webster



PACKRAFTS
Leaning on 50 years of boat-building experience, 
we’re introducing a line of incredibly durable 
packrafts that will expand the boundaries of the 
adventurous spirit. Overlapping, heat-welded seams 
combine with interior taping to create an incredibly 
strong mechanical bond for fail-proof air retention. 
PVC-free, TPU-coated nylon interior and exterior 
coating provide additional resistance to abrasion. 
With three unique designs purpose-built for calm, 
moving, and whitewater, there’s a packraft for all 
levels of paddlers. 

NEUTRON

When you’re looking to tackle the gamut of river conditions 
with one watercraft, the Neutron’s thigh braces, detachable 
backband and self-bailing floor let you cruise the calm and 
charge more advanced whitewater.

New!New!

NEUTRON
86088.01  |  90" L x 39" W  |  11 lbs.  |  $1,145.00

NEUTRON XL
86088.01  |  96" L x 39.5" W  |  11.4 lbs.  |  $1,195.00
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ASTER 
86086.01  |  90" L x 37" W  |  5.4 lbs.  |  $545.00

ASTER XL
86086.01  |  96" L x 39" W  |  6 lbs.  |  $595.00

ASTER

The Aster’s ultra-lightweight yet durable design lets 
beginner paddlers and weekend warriors confidently
take on calm waters and discover new adventures.

PULSAR
86087.01  |  90" L x 37" W  |  7 lbs.  |  $845.00

PULSAR XL
86087.01  |  96" L x 39" W  |  9 lbs.  |  $895.00

PULSAR

Designed to track on flatwater but handle more dynamic 
features, the Pulsar offers versatility and storage for 
extended day trips or overnight missions.

"We don't enter any product category 
unless we are confident that we can 

offer something unique to the market. With 
packrafts, we hit the mark. We used our 
five decades of experience to develop new 
technology creating a more durable, reliable 
and airtight lightweight boat at a highly 

competitive price."
- DAVID, CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER / 

DIRECTOR OF PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

Seven Devils Lake, Idaho
Neal Wassmuth
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BACKCOUNTRY 
PACKRAFTING
Bring the blue lines on the map into play and add a new 
element to remote adventures with the open-cockpit 
convenience and ultralight packability of our premium 
packrafts. Hiking into an alpine lake or running along a 
riverside trail becomes the entry point to a whole new 
world you might love even more than dry land.

1. PULSAR PACKRAFT
86087.01  |  Standard, XL  |  $845.00-$895.00

2. NINJA PRO PFD 
40141.01  |  XS/M, M/L, XL/XXL  |  $229.95

3. MEN'S ENDURANCE SPLASH JACKET
20010.07  |  XS-3XL  |  $114.95

4. WERNER POWERHOUSE 4-PIECE PADDLE
75671.01  |  194cm, 197cm, 200cm  |  $365.00

5. ETHER HYDROLOCK BAG
55034.02  |  3L, 6L, 10L, 15L, 22L  |  $39.95-$59.95

6. NRS + CHACO Z/2 CLASSIC SANDALS  
34071.01  |  8-14  |  $110.00
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Selway River, Idaho
Neal Wassmuth

Endurance Splash Jacket

Classic watersports staple that has only gotten better 
with time. Finally replaced my old one from the 90s.

- Steve R.  |  Ashland, OR
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Rashguard Shirt

Love it! Best top for sun protection and 
keeping cool on a river trip.

- Rachel  |  Layton, UT

Selway River, Idaho
Ben Herndon
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WHITEWATER
PACKRAFTING
No roll? No problem. Paddlers looking for a more intimate
experience with the river without the commitment of a
hardshell will love the lightweight agility of our packrafts.
From roadless wilderness to front-country Class III, our 
whitewater packrafts are purpose-built to hike, bike or fly in 
and paddle out, wherever the call of the wild takes you.  

1. WERNER SHERPA CARBON PADDLE
75702.01  |  194cm, 197cm, 200cm  |  $359.00-$470.00

2. WRSI TRIDENT HELMET
43002.03  |  S/M, M/L, L/XL  |  $209.95

3. WOMEN'S RASHGUARD LONG-SLEEVE SHIRT
10021.07  |  XS-XL  |  $47.95

4. NINJA PRO PFD 
40141.01  |  XS/M, M/L, XL/XXL  |  $229.95

5. NEUTRON PACKRAFT
86088.01  |  Standard, XL  |  $1,145.00-$1,195.00

Ninja ProNinja Pro

New!New!



MEN'S HYDROSKIN 0.5 LONG-SLEEVE SHIRT
15002.06  |  S-XXL  |  $114.95

WOMEN'S HYDROSKIN 0.5 JACKET
15010.06  |  XS-XL, 1X, 2X, 3X  |  $134.95

JUMP IN WITH NEOPRENE

MEN'S HYDROSKIN 0.5 PANT
15012.06  |  S-XXL  |  $114.95

WOMEN'S HYDROSKIN 0.5 CAPRI
15017.06  |  XS-XL  |  $89.95

HydroSkin delivers the immersive insulation only neoprene can provide, with the athletic performance and comfort full 
wetsuits dream of. With three neoprene thicknesses and a versatile range of tops and bottoms to mix and match, 
HydroSkin gets you on the water earlier, lets you stay out longer and helps you adapt to unpredictable conditions.
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"As one of the highest-volume categories in 
paddlesports, every advancement we make 
to neoprene goes a long way. We've worked 
hard to improve fit and performance, as 
well as sustainability. Now, with extended 
sizing, we can serve even more customers 

with these products."
- SANTOS, PRODUCT DESIGNER

See all HydroSkin apparel online.
Flathead River, Montana
Noah Couser



New!New!

From an all-around stand-up paddling option to boards 
designed for touring and downriver expeditions, we’re 
hand-shaping inflatable paddleboards in Idaho and 
pushing the evolution of SUP to a new level. Our new 
boards combine an innovative construction method with 
Integrated Shaping Technology, IST™️, to build stiffer, 
lighter boards that are purposely shaped for specific 
paddling styles. 

The culmination of all our IST Series features and 
materials that create unparalleled stiffness, stability, 

durability and performance.

Design feature that enhances stability by raising the rails 
to maintain volume and dropping the deck to lower the 

paddler’s center of gravity.

A changeable fin system that makes 
swapping fins stress-free.

Uses IST to add a V shape to the nose for 
enhanced speed and tracking.

Double thickness, PVC sidewalls enhance impact and wear 
resistance against the seams to ensure 100% air retention.

A design method that uses multiple air chambers 
to create a unique shape, purpose-built for specific 

paddling styles.

A new construction method that uses an innovative 
woven, rather than knit, drop-stitch core to create 

stiffer, lighter boards. 

Uses three chambers to create concavity on the rails, 
which channels water back toward the fin for a cleaner 

flow of water and a more efficient, quieter ride.

SUP
BOARDS
FEATURING IST™ TECHNOLOGY
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“The introduction of IST and Z/Blend 
technology is without a doubt one of the 

biggest advancements in SUP technology I’ve 
ever seen. This is the game-changer we’ve 
been waiting for from SUP for a long time.” 

- DANNY, PRODUCT MANAGER

CLIPPER SUP

The Clipper handles touring and overnight adventures with 
ease. Shaped for efficient paddling when loaded, with dual 
deck-line configurations to secure gear for multidays.

CLIPPER 110  |  86149.01  |  11' x 27" x 5"  |  $895.00

CLIPPER 110W  |  86149.01  |  11' x 31" x 5"  |  $945.00

CLIPPER 126  |  86149.01  |  12'6" x 29" x 6"  |  $945.00

CLIPPER 126W  |  86149.01  |  12'6" x 33" x 6"  |  $995.00



CLEAN 96
86147.01  |  9'6" x 36" x 5"  |  $945.00

CLEAN 110
86147.01  |  11' x 34" x 6"    |  $995.00

CLEAN SUP

The Clean turns clean-line dreams 
into a reality. With two sizes, 
downriver paddlers can choose 
between a playful board or one 
designed for multiday adventures.    

JUKDO 100
86148.01  |  10' x 31" x 5"  |  $925.00

JUKDO 108
86148.01  |  10'8" x 34" x 5"  |  $995.00

JUKDO 110
86148.01  |  11' x 36" x 6"  |  $1,075.00

JUKDO SUP

Shaped for paddlers who do 
it all, the Jukdo is intentionally 
designed to track on flatwater 
with the maneuverability to 
handle easy surf and light 
river running. 

Learn more about 
our SUP line and 
industry-leading 

technology.
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FORTUNA 90 SUP PADDLE
77128.01  |  adjustable 68"-84"  |  $249.95

FORTUNA 90 TRAVEL SUP PADDLE
77129.01   |  adjustable 68"-84"  |  $269.95

FORTUNA 100 SUP PADDLE
77130.01   |  adjustable 68"-84"  |  $249.95

FORTUNA 100 TRAVEL SUP PADDLE
77131.01   |  adjustable 68"-84"  |  $269.95

BIA 95 SUP PADDLE
77126.01  |  adjustable 68"-84"  |  $169.95

BIA 95 TRAVEL SUP PADDLE
77127.01  |  adjustable 68"-84"  |  $189.95

“After shaping and testing numerous 
prototypes, we landed on a smooth, efficient 
and powerful blade design. We paired it 

with strong, flexible lightweight shafts and 
patented LeverLock system to perfectly 
complement our category-leading SUPs.” 

- DANNY, PRODUCT MANAGER

A premium stand-up paddleboard deserves a premium paddle. The Bia and Fortuna 
SUP Paddles feature 10-degree offset blades with a slight dihedral on the powerface 
for stable, flutter-free forward strokes and a low-profile spine for smooth vertical 
turning and adjustment strokes. Easy-to-adjust LeverLock® system gives shaft length 
a 16” range, accommodating multiple paddlers and conditions. Rec paddlers will love 
the durability of the Bia while more advanced paddlers will appreciate the flex-to-
strength ratio and lighter swing weight of the Fortuna. 

SUP PADDLES
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New!New!



The Lite Series SUPs maximize portability without 
sacrificing performance. By combining a streamlined 
design with Z/Blend Core™️ construction, the X-Lite and 
Tour-Lite boards prioritize stiffness and lightweight 
performance for paddlers who crave faraway 
adventure. Plan a hike-in, paddle-out trip with the Tour- 
Lite or add the X-Lite to your next multi-sport road trip. 

SUP
BOARDS

A changeable fin system that makes 
swapping fins stress-free.

Double thickness, PVC sidewalls enhance impact and wear 
resistance against the seams to ensure 100% air retention.

X-Lite construction prioritizes stiffness 
and lightweight performance.

A new construction method that uses an innovative 
woven, rather than knit, drop-stitch core to create 

stiffer, lighter boards. 

New!New!

FEATURING X-LITE™ TECHNOLOGY
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TOUR-LITE 110
86144.01  |  11' L x 30" W x 6"  |  $695.00

TOUR-LITE 126
86144.01  |  12'6" L x 32" W x 6”  |  $745.00

TOUR-LITE SUP

Designed for the paddler who craves 
tracking and efficiency, the Tour-Lite is 
hand-shaped for fitness training and 
distance paddling with the capacity 
for overnight touring.

X-LITE 100
86145.01  |  10'L x 31" W x 5"  |  $675.00

X-LITE 108
86145.01  |  10'8" L x 34" W x 6"  |  $725.00

X-LITE 110
86145.01  |  11' L x 36" W x 6"  |  $775.00

X-LITE SUP

Shaped for the paddler who likes to explore a variety 
of waterways, the X-Lite’s crossover design dominates 
flatwater with the capabilities to handle easy surf and light 
river running, too.
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Priest Lake, Idaho
Ben Herndon
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TOURING SUP
From coastal campouts and cross-lake day tours, self-
support expeditions to your next Strava speed record, 
touring SUPs offer the ability to embrace nature’s contrasts. 
Glassy mornings offset the evening chop, and cool water 
complements the baking sun. With the perfect board, 
performance apparel and a reliable dry bag, you can 
embrace the elements for an epic experience

1. SILKWEIGHT HOODIE DRESS
10112.02  |  XS-XL  |  $79.95

2. ZEPHYR INFLATABLE PFD
40037.02  |  fits waist 27"-50"  |  $149.95

3. FORTUNA 100 TRAVEL SUP PADDLE
77131.01  |  68"-84"  |  $269.95

4. COIL SUP LEASH
50009.02  |  stretches to 11.5'  |  $52.95

5. CLIPPER 110 SUP
86149.01  |  11' L x 27" W  |  $895.00

Zephyr PFD

Great PFD. Unobtrusive when on, 
and easy to deploy.

- Gary K.  |  Oakland, CA



WHITEWATER SUP
With enhanced rocker and river-specific features, 
whitewater SUPs let paddlers explore the nuances of 
flowing current. From carving eddy turns on Class II to 
surfing waves and stomping a clean line through rapids, 
there’s a special flowstate for those who tackle the chaos 
on foot. When you dress for the swim with technical layers 
and trusted safety gear, no feature is out of play. 

1. WRSI CURRENT HELMET 
43000.03  |  S/M, M/L, L/XL  |  $129.95

2. BIA 95 TRAVEL ADJUSTABLE SUP PADDLE
77127.01  |  68"-84"  |  $189.95

3. MEN’S PHENOM GORE-TEX® PRO DRY SUIT
22546.01  |  S-XXL  |  $1,395.00

4. NINJA PRO PFD 
40141.01  |  XS/M, M/L, XL/XXL  |  $229.95

5. QUICK-RELEASE SUP LEASH 
50008.03  |  stretches to 9'  |  $63.95

6. CLEAN 96 SUP
86147.01  |  9'6" L x 36" W  |  $945.95

Bia 95 TravelBia 95 Travel
Adjustable SUP PaddleAdjustable SUP Paddle

New!New!
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Kennebec River, Maine
Scott Martin
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“Graded sizing takes more development effort, 
but the advantages of a custom-tailored 

fit are worth it. We’ve spent countless hours 
prototyping, testing and fine-tuning each size. 
The customers will feel the difference as 

soon as they put it on.” 

- KIRK, SENIOR INDUSTRIAL DESIGNER

PFDs
REIMAGINED
For 2024, we are introducing six new and revised life jacket models, all 
built with our groundbreaking new Orbit Fit™️ system. Unlike conventional 
PFD construction, which uses various methods to make flat blocks of foam 
flotation conform to your body, Orbit Fit uses several thin layers of precision-
cut polyethylene foam to create a pre-curved shape for better comfort. This 
construction technique also results in vests that are remarkably lightweight 
and flexible. As part of our effort to make our products more sizing-inclusive, 
we’ve incorporated grading sizing into all new PFDs, in which each size is 
uniquely shaped to fit the intended user. Each of these life jackets feature 
100% recycled exterior fabrics and PVC-free foam, while Orbit Fit construction 
method reduces foam waste by up to 60%.

New!New!
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As today’s paddlers reinvent our sport, NRS has 
reinvented how safety feels and performs with 
the Vector PFD. Using detailed athlete input 
and state-of-the-art tools, we created the most 
technologically advanced, user-focused rescue 
life jacket ever made. We engineered each 
component for safety and utility, from milled 
aluminum hardware, to calibrated breakaway 
D-rings, to the interconnected continuous 
shoulder webbing. The quick-release belt allows 
full adjustability, and the knife dock keeps your 
fixed or folding blade protected and accessible. 
Finally, we built the Vector with our Orbit Fit™️ 
system. With Orbit Fit, each size is uniquely 
shaped to fit using multiple layers of precision-
cut foam that naturally conforms to your torso.
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Interconnected 
continuous shoulder 

webbing

SOLAS® reflective 
accents

Handwarmer pocket

Silicone grip on waist 
for secure fit

Calibrated 
breakaway D-rings

Clamshell pocket with 
internal organization

Integrated 1 ½” 
quick-release belt

Adjustable
rescue belt

Custom-milled
aluminum buckles

Knife dock for fixed 
or folding knives

Vector

“The elite paddlers in our LEAD Athlete 
program provide detailed feedback on how 

our products perform in the most demanding 
environments, and how they could be made 

better. The Vector is driven by five years of 
athlete insights, and I can’t wait to make 

this my everyday life jacket.”

- TYLER BRADT, PRO KAYAKER

VECTOR PFD  |  40114.01  |  XS/M, M/L, XL/XXL  |  $299.95



2024 NINJA SERIES

40013.05  |  XS/M, M/L, XL/XXL  |  $149.95

Master of the paddling arts or a novice, the 
completely redesigned Ninja PFD concentrates 
flotation into a smaller area for maximum comfort 
and unbeatable athletic performance.

FOR THE 
ATHLETE 
IN EVERY
PADDLER
A fan favorite for years, the Ninja is known for 
being our lowest-profile jacket. By concentrating 
all the flotation into a smaller surface area, we’ve 
redefined what freedom of movement means while 
wearing a life jacket. This year, we redesigned the 
Ninja platform to better fit a range of body types, 
improve sustainability and introduce rescue 
and touring-specific options.

NINJA PFD

New!New!
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40141.01  |  XS/M, M/L, XL/XXL  |  $229.95

With feedback from our top athletes and whitewater 
professionals, we created the Ninja Pro. A compact 
Type V rescue vest that delivers superior mobility and 
comfort and dialed-in rescue essentials for whitewater 
paddlers, guides and SAR professionals.

40140.01  |  XS/M, M/L, XL/XXL  |  $169.95

Touring paddlers looking for greater mobility and 
comfort without compromising on safety or storage 
space will appreciate the stealthy flotation of the 
Ninja OS.

NINJA OS PFD NINJA PRO PFD



40124.02  |  XS/M, M/L, XL/XXL  |  $169.95 40117.01  |  XS/M, M/L, XL/XXL  |  $119.95

Offshore paddlers can rejoice in the comfortable 
convenience and safety-minded features of the 

Odyssey. Built for long days at sea with large pockets 
and multiple attachment points to fit everything you 
need to tour the Italian coastline—or wherever the 

winds and tides take you.

A modern take on a classic design, the Ambient 
combines simplicity and comfort with safety 
and protection. With the convenience of a 

front-zip entry and the freedom to swim, paddle 
and splash, you won’t find a more comfortable 

recreational jacket.

Cinque Terre, Italy
Jens Klatt

ODYSSEY PFD AMBIENT PFD
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40118.01   | XS/M, M/L, XL/XXL  |  $169.95

Adventure anglers know that the best life jacket is one 
you’ll wear. With a slim-fitting medium profile, front-zip 

design and modern features, the Zander highlights 
simplicity, convenience and freedom of movement. 

Whether you’re jigging, casting, spinning, trolling, paddling,  
or landing the big one, do it safely in the Zander.

Red Deer River, Alberta, Canada
Neal Wassmuth

ZANDER PFD
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PLAYBOATING
When going upside down means you’re doing something 
right, you need gear that’s up to snuff. From dry suits 
to PFDs to base layers, whether your goal is big air or 
maximum rotations, we’ve kept those who prioritize play 
in mind by combining premium materials with award-
winning designs to enhance mobility and dry 
performance for every session.

1. WRSI CURRENT HELMET 
43000.03  |  S/M, M/L, L/XL  |  $129.95

2. NINJA PRO PFD 
40141.01  |  XS/M, M/L, XL/XXL  |  $229.95

3. WOMEN'S PHENOM GORE-TEX® PRO DRY SUIT
22547.01  |  XS-XL  |  $1,395.00

4. CFD DOG LIFE JACKET
40023.02  |  XS-XL  |  $59.95

5. ASTRAL BREWESS 2.0 WATER SHOES
31006.02  |  6-10.5  |  $125.00

6. COVERT CHANGING PONCHO
10172.01  |  universal  |  $79.95

6
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Ottowa River, Ontario, Canada
Casey Bryant Jones
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Washington State
Riley Seebeck
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CREEKING
The desire for adventure and challenge may take you to 
the world’s deepest canyons or give you a new way to 
explore your backyard; both demand an uncompromising 
focus on safety and mobility. From the new Vector PFD, to 
premium dry suits, to on-person safety gear, we’ve built off 
athlete feedback to enhance the fit and features and deliver 
ultimate comfort and protection for every boof and swim. 

1. WRSI TRIDENT HELMET
43002.03  |  S/M, M/L, L/XL  |  $209.95

2. VECTOR PFD 
40114.01  |  XS/M, M/L, XL/XXL  |  $299.95

3. PILOT KNIFE
47300.03  |  $49.95

4. MEN'S JAKL GORE-TEX® PRO DRY SUIT
22552.01  |  S-XXL  |  $1,475.00

5. WERNER SHO-GUN CARBON PADDLE 
75651.01  |  194cm, 197cm, 200cm  |  $415.00-525.00



PILOT ACCESS KNIFE
47316.01  |  $79.95

PILOT SAR KNIFE
47317.01  |  $79.95

PILOT KNIFE
47300.03  |  $49.95

TITANIUM PILOT KNIFE 
47301.03  | $144.95 

CO-PILOT KNIFE
47303.03  |  $44.95

TITANIUM CO-PILOT KNIFE 
47304.03  | $129.95

KNIVES
Whether cutting fishing lines or sawing through rope, there’s rarely a 
dull moment on the water. It’s why we’ve completely redesigned our 
versatile blades for safety-minded performance that goes from your 
PFD to your pocket. Refined handles, new blade configurations and 
updated grips give slip-free use on tough fibers. 

New!New!
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The all-new Thumbs Up Sheath™ features a living hinge for 
a low-profile, quick-release solution to secure fixed blades. 
Release the knife one-handed with the flick of the thumb.

THUMBS UP™
RELEASE

"Having worked previously as a product director 
for a knife brand, I was excited to apply 
that experience at NRS. We collected input 
from rescue professionals, then used state-of-

the-art design and prototyping technology
to perfect each model. When you grip these 
knives in your hand, you'll instantly feel 

the difference."

- MIKE, HARD GOODS CATEGORY MANAGER

Cobscook Bay, Maine
Scott Martin
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After years of research and development—driven by professional 
athletes, guides and instructors—we are proud of our latest 
generation of technical outerwear for paddlers. We considered 
every cut and cuff, every seam and seal, with a goal to maximize 
comfort, protection, longevity, and freedom of movement. Then, 
we selected the best materials and components available today, 
including the most-advanced waterproof-breathable material 
ever made, GORE-TEX® Pro. The result is a range of technical 
outerwear that not only outperforms all others, but that re-defines 
what performance can be.

JAKL DRY SUIT
22552.01  |  S-XXL  |  $1,475.00

Scan here to see the full line 
of GORE-TEX Pro dry wear.

Cordura
wear guard

extended
overcuffs
guard
gaskets

double-pull 
cinch w/ 
reflective 
tabs

splashproof 
zippered chest 
pocket

GORE-TEX 
fabric socks

YKK Aquaseal
relief zipper

YKK Aquaseal 
back-zip entry

drainage
ports

100% recycled 
face fabric

tapered leg
+ 

gathered ankle

Cordura 
wear 
guard

offset
seam

elastic 
over-boot w/ 
silicone grip

PERFORMANCE // REIMAGINED

GORE-TEX Pro uses 100% 
recycled nylon face fabric.



MEN'S ELEMENT SEMI-DRY TOP
22543.01  |  S-XXL  |  $695.00 

WOMEN'S ELEMENT SEMI-DRY TOP
22544.01  |  XS-XL  |  $695.00 

MEN'S PHENOM DRY SUIT
22546.01  |  S-XXL  |  $1,395.00

WOMEN’S PHENOM DRY SUIT
22547.01  |  XS-XL  |  $1,395.00



"I love the premium dry performance of GORE-TEX, but 
being 5'2", I find a front-entry zipper can be bulky when 
paired with a creeking PFD or doing freestyle rotations. 
The new back-zip Phenom is the best of both worlds." 

- ANNA, MARKETING & COMMUNICATIONS MANAGER
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GORE-TEX PRO PHENOM DRY SUIT
The new Phenom Dry Suit features advanced GORE-TEX® Pro protection and a back-zip entry, enhancing comfort and 

mobility for long days and savage play. Featuring the same industry-leading qualities as the popular Axiom Dry Suit, 
the Phenom reimagines performance in men’s and women’s-specific fits and designs.  

Back-entry design reduces Back-entry design reduces 
bulk, enhancing range of bulk, enhancing range of 
motion and elimina ting motion and elimina ting 
wa ter pooling between  wa ter pooling between  
a front zipper and your a front zipper and your 
sprayskirt tunnel and sprayskirt tunnel and 
dripping into the cockpit.dripping into the cockpit.

WOMEN'S PHENOM GORE-TEX® PRO DRY SUIT
22547.01  |  XS-XL  |  $1,395.00

MEN'S PHENOM GORE-TEX® PRO DRY SUIT
22546.01  |  S-XXL  |  $1,395.00

5" wide neoprene waist 5" wide neoprene waist 
overskirt with double-overskirt with double-
pull hook-and-loop pull hook-and-loop 
closure fits over your closure fits over your 
sprayskirt tunnel forsprayskirt tunnel for
a watertight seal.a wa tertight seal.

Gathered ankle design features an elastic Gathered ankle design features an elastic 
band to fit snug over booties. Silicone dots band to fit snug over booties. Silicone dots 
keep the ankle from riding up.keep the ankle from riding up.

New!New!



COMFY BASE LAYERS
Designed to maximize breathability for enhanced mid-weight insulation, our Lightweight layers 
pair best with adventure. Whether you wear it alone to play and explore on dry land or under 

technical apparel for a paddling mission, the paddler’s cut and gridded fleece material is 
designed for all-day comfort and performance. Plus, it’s UPF 50+.

Soft, gridded interior delivers Soft, gridded interior delivers 
cozy comfort and enhances cozy comfort and enhances 
breathability.breathability.

MEN'S LIGHTWEIGHT HOODIE
10120.06  |  S-XXL  |  $74.95

WOMEN'S LIGHTWEIGHT HOODIE
10121.06  |  XS-XL  |  $74.95

In addition to Lightweight tops and bottoms, our Expedition Weight 
offers an even thicker layer of insulation. Scan to see all we have to offer.
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Lightweight Hoodie

Love this shirt. Wore it almost every day as we 
paddled Isle Royale. Super comfortable and 

kept out the morning and evening chill.

Lavon  |  Brownsville, MN

Cinque Terre, Italy
Jens Klatt
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MEN'S
SEA KAYAKING
A weekend hang with the gang doesn’t get much better 
than cresting sun-soaked waves, the salt of the swell 
staining your skin long after you’ve made it to shore.  
A day in the kayak doesn’t have to be all big adventures; 
sometimes, a technical top and your favorite baggies are 
(almost) all you need for a cruise along the coast.  

1. NRS ICON HAT
12552.01  |  universal  |  $24.95

2. NINJA OS PFD
40140.01  |  XS/M, M/L, XL/XXL  |  $169.95

3. MEN'S ELEMENT GORE-TEX® PRO SEMI-DRY TOP 
22543.01  |  S-XXL  |  $695.00

4. KAYAK BILGE PUMP
50033.02  |  $20.95
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Anglesey, United Kingdom
Jens Klatt
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Kicker Wetshoes

Great water shoes. They slip on easily, have a great 
sole that made walking on rocky shores quite easy, 

and I like the spacious feel of the wide toe bed. 

- Denise  |  St. Maries, ID

Cobscook Bay, Maine
Scott Martin
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WOMEN'S TOURING
When you’d rather gear up than dress up, the comfort 
and versatility of a semi-dry suit makes it easy to embrace 
changing conditions and catch up with friends in the wild. 
Pair your outfit with safety gear purpose-built for offshore 
exploration and head out for a day, a weekend, or more.

1. NINJA OS PFD
40140.01  |  XS/M, M/L, XL/XXL  |  $169.95

2. WOMEN'S NAVIGATOR GORE-TEX® PRO DRY SUIT 
22554.01  |  XS-XL  |  $1,525.00

3. WOMEN'S KICKER WETSHOES
30023.04  |  5-11  |  $57.95



Adventurers trust the Expedition DriDuffel to store the items that can’t, under any circumstances, get wet. 
Kayakers and rafters alike will love the new, easy-to-stow 12L bag. It’s the perfect design for self-support 

missions and day-bag essentials. For overnighters and extended trips, pack your gear in the larger duffels 
to take the stress out of getting swamped or stuck in the rain.

EXPEDITION DRIDUFFEL

"NRS has been the leader in expedition-
grade dry bags for decades, but we're still 
innovating. When designing these duffels, we 

started over at the beginning, creating original 
patterns and selecting new materials and 

components. These bags are incredibly durable, 
user friendly, and 100% PVC-free."

- DAVID, CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER /
DIRECTOR OF PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

IPX7 Ra ting protects IPX7 Ra ting protects 
contents against wa ter contents against wa ter 
immersion for 30 minutes  immersion for 30 minutes  
up to 1 meter deep.up to 1 meter deep.

Two compression Two compression 
straps reduce straps reduce 
bag size and bag size and 
stabilize gear.stabilize gear.

TRUTRU®® Zip closure  Zip closure 
delivers an delivers an 
immersion-ready immersion-ready 
wa terproof seal.wa terproof seal.

55038.02  |  12L, 35L, 70L, 105L  |  $159.95-$359.95



ETHER HYDROLOCK

Whether you’re stashing essentials on the nose of 
your SUP or stuffing your cockpit with supplies for an 
overnighter, the Ether HydroLock delivers submersible 
storage in an easy-to-stow design. We combined our 
folding StormStrip™ seal and HydroLock closure with 
durable dual TPU-coated nylon construction and welded 
seams for season-after-season protection. 

The High Roll Duffel blends the reliable closure and rugged waterproof performance of our 
legendary Bill’s Bag with the “chuck it all in” convenience of a flat-bottom duffel. This lightweight, 

heavy-duty duffel keeps gear dry from the truck bed to the raft and everywhere in between.  

HIGH ROLL DUFFEL

Stackable fla t-base design Stackable fla t-base design 
makes packing, storing and makes packing, storing and 

rigging easy.rigging easy.

Webbing chains offer ample Webbing chains offer ample 
a ttachment points to secure a ttachment points to secure 
other items to the bag.o ther items to the bag.

Duffel-style opening Duffel-style opening 
with StormStrip™ with StormStrip™ 
closure folds down closure folds down 

and buckles securely, and buckles securely, 
compressing the bag compressing the bag 

and sealing it and sealing it 
from wa ter.from wa ter.

55024.03  |  35L, 70L, 105L  |  $179.95-$219.95

55034.02  |  3L, 6L, 10L, 15L, 22L  |  $39.95-$59.95
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QUICK CHANGE DUFFEL
From gravel lots to sandy takeouts, the Quick Change Duffel 
takes the dirty out of quick-and-dirty gear-ups. Pre-paddle, 
lay out the included circular mat to protect dry suit feet and 
prevent the one-shoe-shuffle. Post paddle, pile wet gear into 
the changing mat, and cinch tight.

55004.02  |  60L, 90L  |  $119.95-$129.95

Check out the new Covert Changing Poncho!
Check out the new Covert Changing Poncho!
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PUREST MESH DUFFEL
The ultimate boater’s bag, the Purest Mesh Duffel makes 
it just as easy to store dry clothes as it does to haul wet 
gear. Ripstop nylon construction on the bottom gives the 
bag durable structure while the mesh upper keeps airflow 
high and funk levels low. Use the zippered end pocket 
to separate the grimy from the clean and the small stash 
pocket for your keys, phone and wallet.

55003.03  |  40L, 60L, 90L  |  $79.95-$99.95
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Rogue River, Oregon
John Webster
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WOMEN’S RAFTING
Inspired by the women of whitewater who encourage 
us to jump all in or take the meaty line, we aim to design 
versatile, functional apparel and great-fitting gear to 
complement their strength and confidence. When the fit 
is right, the focus can shift to forging friendships, making 
memories, and getting the crew safely downstream. 

1. SILKWEIGHT HOODIE DRESS
10112.02  |  XS-XL  |  $79.95

2. AMBIENT PFD
40117.01  |  XS/M, M/L, XL/XXL  |  $119.95

3. PILOT KNIFE
47300.03  |  $49.95

4. AVA RASHGUARD TIGHT
10168.01  |  XS-XL  |  $42.95

5. ETHER HYDROLOCK DRY BAG
55034.02  |  3L, 6L, 10L, 15L, 22L  |  $39.95-$59.95



MEN’S RAFTING
There’s a special magic that comes with ending the day on 
the river, watching the sun make its way down the canyon 
walls, your shorts still wet from the evening swim. Private 
boaters and professionals alike appreciate the versatility 
of guide-tested apparel that protects from the sun, dries 
quickly after the action, and still feels good on shore.  

1. MEN’S LONG-SLEEVE GUIDE SHIRT
10012.02  |  S-3XL  |  $79.95

2. NINJA PRO PFD 
40141.01  |  XS/M, M/L, XL/XXL  |  $229.95

3. BENNY BOARD SHORT
10141.05  |  30-40  |  $74.95

4. ASTRAL BREWER 2.0 WATER SHOES
31005.02  |  8-13  |  $125.00
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Guide Shirt

Perfect shirt. Wore it whitewater rafting on the 
Salmon River. Lightweight, dries exceptionally 

fast, and provides UV protection. If you’re worried 
about being too hot in this on a hot day, don’t be! 

One of my favorite shirts on and off the water.

- Stephen |  Milwaukee, WI

Colorado River, Grand Canyon, Arizona
Krystle Wright
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West Branch Penobscot River, Maine
Scott Martin



5/8" MICRO STRAP PAIRS
60049.01  |  1.5', 3', 4'  |  $10.95-$12.95

1" HD STRAP PAIRS
60027.01  |  1', 2', 3', 4', 6', 9', 12', 15', 20'  |  $11.95-$22.95

1" HD STRAP 4-PACK
60031.01  |  9', 12', 15'  |  $32.95-39.95

1.5" HD STRAP PAIRS
60030.01  |  3', 4', 6', 9', 12', 15', 20'  |  $19.95-$29.95

1" HD BUCKLE BUMPER STRAP PAIRS
60028.01  |  6', 9', 12', 15', 20'  |  $18.95-$23.95

BUCKET OF STRAPS

MINI STRAP PACK
60032.01  |  (2) 3', (2) 4', (2) 6', (2) 9', (2) 12'  |  $74.95

MASTER STRAP PACK
60032.01  |  (2) 3', (4) 4', (4) 6', (4) 9', (4) 12', (2) 15', (2) 20'  |  $159.95

STRAPS
Born on the river, ready for whatever. For us, it’s more than a 
statement, it’s an attitude. When adapting the tools you have 
to the task at hand, there may be none more versatile than 
the iconic NRS strap. No gear closet is complete without a 
range of sizes.



Combining 50+ years of multi-day rafting
experience with our goal to build versatile gear 
for the outdoors, we re-evaluated the concept 
of a sleeping pad for the river. The Snooze Pad 
melds the durability required for rafting trips 
and the comfort car campers crave to create a 
more compressible, self-inflating pad that was 
born on the river, but is truly ready for whatever. 
Sleeping pad? Check. Seat cushion? Check. 
River floatie? Check. The Snooze Pad
is summer’s best friend.

SNOOZE
PADS

2"  |  71439.01  |  72" L x 24" W x 2" H  |  $299.95

3"  |  71439.01  |  76” L x 26” W x 3” H  |  $349.95

4"  |  71439.01  |  78” L x 28” W x 4” H  |  $399.95

Dual-foam core features a lighter density foam 
on top for a more compressed roll with 
a thicker core for enhanced comfort.

The tapered design reduces friction on high-
wear areas while making it easier to roll up.

2” nylon webbing strap and carry handle cinches tight 
and fastens with an aluminum buckle to secure the 
Snooze Pad for travel.

Self-inflating pad doesn’t require a ‘top off’ and 
holds an even shape no matter your sleeping style.

Available in three thicknesses (2”, 3”, 4”) that 
increase slightly in overall dims to comfortably 
fit a range of outdoors people.

*R-Value dependent on size

New!New!
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“Wa terproof sleeping pads are a staple 
on river trips but haven’ t evolved in 

decades, until now. We set out to build 
a more comfortable pad tha t rolls up 
compactly, is easily repaired, and 100% 
PVC-free. Our Snooze Pads are not only 

perfect for the river, but for any camper 
looking for a more comfortable and 

durable sleep solution.” 
- WILL, PRODUCT QUALITY MANAGER



British Columbia, Canada
Mitch Cheek
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RIFFLE PACKRAFT
86089.01  |  96" L x 39" W  |  $1,195.00

RIFFLE FISHING PACKRAFT
Hike it in to access remote waters, tow it behind and wade 
shallow streams or stalk the finger lakes—fishing from a 
packraft makes it easier than ever to Catch the Adventure™. 
The Riffle features an open design and D-ring attachments 
for easy access to tackle and flies when wading or paddling. 
Reinforcements inside the bow protect from wading boots, 
while the full-length, inflatable seat and backrest provide 
stability and rigidity when the flats turn to riffles. 

86138.04  |  11' L x 39" W  |  $1,345.00

HERON SUP BOARD

The Heron SUP gives adventure anglers a stable 
platform with endless rigging capabilities. From 
skinny backwaters to hike-in honey holes, we 

shaped this board with the stability to sight fish, 
land fish and catch the adventure without sacrificing 

paddling performance.

PIKE 126
86264.01  |  12'8" L x 38" W  |  $995.00

PIKE 126 PRO
86283.01  |  12’8” L x 38” W  |  $1,395.00

PIKE IK

The Pike is rigged and ready to catch the adventure 
in remote waters. With unique design elements for 
enhanced on-the-water performance, the Pike also 
features limitless rigging options to fit your fishing 

style. Pro package includes YakAttack accessories.

KUDA 106
86262.01  |  10'8" L x 38" W  |  $925.00

KUDA 126
86263.01  |  12’6” L x 38” W  |  $950.00

KUDA iSOT

Kuda inflatable Sit-On-Top Kayaks (iSOT) make 
fishing remote waters easy. The Kuda 106 is the 

lightest, most maneuverable iSOT in the NRS Fishing 
line, while the Kuda 126 offers a little more room for 

gear without sacrificing function.

New!New!
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The Approach 120 gives you the flexibility to fish anywhere, anytime, anyhow. Designed to fit between the wheel wells of 
a full-size truck on the roof of an SUV, this lightweight raft requires no trailer, no boat ramp. The adjustable, customizable 
frame is easily configured for what the day demands, from full-luxury fishing (complete with motor mount), to a midweight 
setup for two anglers, to an ultralight format for light-and-fast missions. 16-inch tubes and a thick drop-stitch floor insert 

enhance buoyancy, and welded PVC construction resists abrasion on shallow and overgrown streams. No boat gives you 
more options for exploring different ways, and places, to fish.

APPROACH 120
86347.01   |  12' L x 49" W  |  $4,995.00

ALTER YOUR APPROACHNew!New!

Scan to see all Approach 
packages and learn more.

Our custom slot-rail frames let 
you make on-the-fly adjustments 
to seat, oar and accessory 
placements. The streamlined 
design reduces potential line-
catchers.

Internal anchor system easily 
controlled from the rower’s seat 

keeps anchor line away from anglers 
and gear. Includes 3/8” anchor line.

Dry box seats provide 
out-of-the-way waterproof 
storage. Two bi-directional 
rod holders and four angler 
trays keep gear organized 
and accessible.



Dry Box seat platform provides 
convenient external trays and internal 
waterproof storage compartments 
keeping gear dry, organized, and 
eliminating tripping hazards.

APPROACH 100
86348.01   |  10’ L x 49” W  |  $3,795.00

APPROACH 100

The ultimate car-top solo fishing raft, whether sight 
fishing for spawners on the lake or having the river to 
yourself. Adjust the frame to fit your size, configure it 

to match the action, launch it on your own and go.





CATCH THE ADVENTURE
Adventure anglers across the world fell in love with the Slipstream’s fishing-specific design, its whitewater capabilities 

and its take-anywhere compactness. After two years on the water, we listened to angler feedback, tweaked the 
dimensions and dialed in the features to improve rowing performance and angler comfort.

SLIPSTREAM 106
86294.01  |  10'6" L x 63" W  |  $4,495.00

SLIPSTREAM 129
86293.01  |  12'9" L x 72"  |  $5,495.00

SLIPSTREAM 142
86292.01  |  14'2" L x 79"  |  $5,995.00

Learn more
about the Slipstream.

Internal anchor system easily 
controlled from the rower’s seat 

keeps anchor line away from anglers 
and gear. Includes 3/8” anchor line.

Custom NRS frame has a streamlined 
design with deliberately placed D-rings, 

handles and valves to reduce weight 
and eliminate line/hook catch points.

Molded Thigh Hook(s) 
with integrated tray 
and cup holders.

Dual Rod Holder fits two 9' rods.



Paddling Access for All

Water is for everyone. Everyone should be 
able to access and enjoy it. The PaddleWays 

app is your all-in-one digital tool for 
discovering, planning and navigating better 

paddling adventures. It provides detailed 
maps, real-time conditions, and more than 

48,000 points of interest, for free. 
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